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DEAR READER, 
Many people think of operational excellence in terms of efficiency, effectiveness, value creation,  
productivity, and, more generally, excellence and top performance. Operational excellence is, in  
principle, the highest performance level of a company. That definition is timeless. However, a company’s 
fundamental values and approaches determine how successful it will be in the future, particularly during 
challenging times. That is why we have made operational excellence the main theme of this issue.

Since there is no single approach to operational excellence that fits all companies and organizations, 
the centerpiece of this cover story is a roundtable discussion with ACROSS Advisory Board Members 
from all fields of the placemaking industry (page 22). This high-level discussion panel, composed of 
Klaus Striebich (RaRE Advise), Gregory Fonseca (BDP), Herman Kok (Kern), and Henrik Madsen (HMJ 
International), shows how differently operational excellence can be defined and implemented in an  
organization, depending on its goals and fields of work. More importantly, it reveals how your own  
opinion about operational excellence can change and evolve once you start talking about it. The round-
table discussion is complemented by various examples of how companies are putting operational  
excellence into practice: Redevco, for example, has created a board of young leaders to ensure that 
the company will continue to be successful in the future. Kaufland explains how the company is  
addressing the labor shortage – one of the biggest challenges facing the industry – and becoming an 
even more attractive employer in the retail sector (page 42). In order to continue to deliver top perfor-
mance in the future, HBB relies on close cooperation with cities, for example (page 49).

The most important and perhaps most daunting topic of our time is arguably the question of energy  
efficiency and resource security. In a detailed best practice story, ECE shows how shopping centers 
can be made fit for the future via the Energetic Renovation Roadmap (page 66). As discussions have  
already begun across Europe, ACROSS has also raised the question within the industry as to whether 
Christmas lighting at shopping centers and in cities is still part of the zeitgeist (page 70). Read the  
surprising and profound answers provided by, among others, Christoph Andexlinger (SES) and Thomas 
Mark (MK Illumination).

Last but not least: We would like to invite all of you to meet us at MAPIC 2022. ACROSS is the official 
media partner of the most important European trade fair for the retail and placemaking scene. Please 
contact us to schedule a meeting and further discuss important industry topics.

We hope you enjoy reading the latest issue of ACROSS.

Sincerely
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13th German Specialty Store 
Summit   ...........................................  90
Discover the platform for the specialty 
market-oriented retail and real estate in-
dustry. One of the leading events for spe-
cialty stores will take place in Frankfurt, 
Germany, from November 23 to 24, 2022.

Where the Industry Meets    ............  92 
Upcoming events in 2022 

Artificial Intelligence in Retail  ............ 84
Artificial Intelligence helps retailers improve 
demand forecasting, make pricing deci-
sions, and optimize product placement.

Developer Focus Is Centered on 
Retail Parks ......................................  80
Poland’s retail market combines the best 
of Eastern and Western Europe. ACROSS 
spoke to Anna Wysocka and Agnieszka 
Ko!at from Jones Lang LaSalle about the 
prospects for one of Europe’s largest retail 
real estate markets

The Energetic Renovation Roadmap: 
Making Shopping Centers Fit for the 
Future ...............................................  66
Climate-neutral real estate and long-term 
value retention: ECE has developed a cus-
tomized Energetic Renovation Roadmap for 
this asset class.

“We Cannot Allow the Christmas 
Season to Be Diminished” ...............  70
The Christmas season is a key value driver 
for the entire industry, and it should not be 
compromised by a misguided discussion on 
energy.

“The Way Shopping Centers are oper-
ated today is completely different 
from the Way they used to be” ........  76 
MPC Properties-CEO Maxence Liagre spoke 
with ACROSS about the challenges and 
characteristics of the SEE market, about 
why redevelopment and diversification are 
the tasks to be undertaken today.

Prioritizing Digital Innovation During 
a Downturn?  .....................................  8
PropTech Column by Peter Tonstad

“Europe’s Secret Weapon: The  
Single Market”  ................................. 10
Retail and wholesale will need to continue 
to invest in digital, sustainability, and  
people, says Neil McMillan from  
EuroCommerce.

During the Pandemic, People Missed 
Being Around Other People, and 
Place Design Needs to Change to  
Reflect That Reality  .......................  14
Opinion by Christian Stocker, JTRE

NEINVER: At the Forefront of Digital 
Innovation  ........................................ 16
Opinion by Sergio Jiménez Delgado, 
Neinver

Time for Shopping Centers to Truly 
Embrace Their Communities  .......... 18
Opinion by Neil Churchill, Festival Place

Operational Excellence – Doing the 
Things Well That Really Matter! ......20
Operational excellence is an essential 
strategy to sustain growth while staying 
ahead of the competition. Operational  
excellence should not be seen as an in-
strument to be used in times of crisis, but 
rather as the goal of all entrepreneurial 
activity.

Breaking Down the Complexity .....  23
The Advisory Board Roundtable defines 
operational excellence from different per-
spectives in the placemaking industry and 
sets guidelines for the successful imple-
mentation of excellence standards in 
management.

The Industry’s Approaches ............  32 
Operational excellence is the goal for every 
company. The ways to get there are differ-
ent. This is how key industry leaders and 
members of the ACROSS Advisory Board 
approach, monitor, and improve opera- 
tional excellence within their companies.

Operational Excellence and  
Management ...................................  36
When it comes to future-oriented topics 
such as mixed use, formerly separate  
asset classes with very divergent ways of 
working are becoming increasingly 
blurred. 

Redevco Onboards NextGen’s Take 
on Future Strategy ...........................  39
To secure Operational Excellence, a com-
pany needs to invest in the next genera-
tion of leaders. Redevco’s management 
introduced a NextGen Board for young  
talent within the Redevco organization in 
Europe to bring together the next manage-
ment generation

The War for Talent in Retail –  
How to Increase Employer  
Attractiveness .................................  42
People are key to the success of a retail 
company. However, in order to ensure  
operational excellence, new approaches 
to employer branding are needed in the 
retail sector.

Moët Brings Fizz to Harrods 
Beauty Hall  .....................................  44
Mark Faithfull looks at a project that  
required nothing other than excellent  
results, that involved many different  
actors, and that finally fizzed and popped  
for umdasch.
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Take Your Time@Jacques Lemans 
Taggenbrunn .....................................55
Retail Shop Tip by Heidemarie Kriz

Do Not Mess with Gen Z!  ................56
According to Caroline von Westerholt, 
21Media, Gen Z is by far the most power-
ful generation that has ever existed and 
could be the most useful when it comes 
to bringing people back to physical stores.

Purchasing Power Post-COVID-19: 
the Same, but Different ...................58
We are all still feeling the social and eco-
nomic disruption caused by the pandem-
ic. The harsher the global impact, the  
better we should be able to understand 
each piece of the entire puzzle.

Retail Share of Private 
Consumption  ...................................60
For the second time in a row, the retail 
share of private consumption has in-
creased as a result of the coronavirus 
pandemic. The GfK study on European  
retail analyzes key indicators for 2021 
and 2022.

The Retail Village at MAPIC 2022 
Launched ..........................................62
The Retail Village brings new up-and-com-
ing concepts, digital marketplaces, quick-
delivery specialists, and DNVB together.

AROSS Retail Talk in cooperation 
with Union Investment on “Quo  
vadis retail?”  ....................................64
Our online event format “Retail Talks” 
once more sheds light onto the future of 
the placemaking industry.
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HBB: Challenging Times Call for  
Ingenuity and Flexibility .................  49
ACROSS spoke with HBB about tailor-
made approaches to center management, 
why the consistent pursuit of the idea of 
community and close cooperation with  
cities is the most significant success factor
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